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Abstract—This thesis proposes a hybrid log alert detection
scheme, which incorporates anomaly detection and signature gen-
eration to accomplish its goal. Unlike previous work, minimum
apriori knowledge of the system being analyzed is assumed. This
assumption enhances the platform portability of the framework.
The anomaly detection component works in a bottom-up manner
on the contents of historical system log data to detect regions of
the log, which contain anomalous (alert) behaviour. The identified
anomalous regions (after inspection by a human administrator
through a visualization system) are then passed to the signature
generation component, which mines them for patterns. Conse-
quently, future occurrences of the underlying alert in the anoma-
lous log region, can be detected on a production system using the
discovered patterns. The combination of anomaly detection and
signature generation, which is novel when compared to previous
work, ensures that a framework which is accurate while still
being able to detect new and unknown alerts is attained.

Index Terms—Algorithms; Networked Systems; System Man-
agement; Modeling and Assessment

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomic computing can be described as the goal of

building self-managing computer systems [1]. The need for

self-managing computer systems has become more glaring

with the ever increasing size and complexity of today’s com-

puter systems. At the heart of autonomic computing are four

objectives which are sometimes referred to as self-* properties:

i.e. self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing and self-

protection. To enable the autonomic system to meet these

objectives it must also posses at least one of the following

attributes: self-awareness, self-situation, self-monitoring and

self-adjustment [2].

A system which is capable of self-healing is one that is

capable of detecting, diagnosing and recovering from its fault

conditions with minimal human intervention. The first step

in this process is alert detection. Alert detection involves the

discovery of the symptoms of the fault condition. Several

sources of information are available for the detection of fault

symptoms on computer systems and networks e.g. system log

files, system activity reports, trouble tickets, co-workers, off-

site sources and system activity paths. However, system logs

stand out due to the fact that they play a crucial role in manual

fault resolution and are also the largest onsite information

source (by volume) available to system administrators.

This thesis1 aims to develop a hybrid interactive learning

framework for alert detection in system logs. This proposed

framework attempts to automatically detect computer system

error conditions (alerts) in system logs. The computer systems

can either be on wired or wireless infrastructures, as the

assumption here is that logs have been reported by the ap-

plication layer or generally components running above Layer-

2 in the protocol stack. We differentiate here between errors

as symptoms of a fault and the actual faults. Faults usually

leave traces on systems before and after they occur. These

traces manifest themselves in the form of errors (alerts) in the

system. The goal here is the automatic identification of these

error conditions, thereby reducing troubleshooting time and

preventing downtime events altogether.

System log files pose a lot of challenges for the task at

hand. One is their semi-structured nature and another is their

diversity. Another possible challenge is that log files may not

capture fully information about failure in all cases. Moreover,

application developers cannot anticipate all fault conditions

which can occur. Therefore, this framework will employ a

mix of data mining and information-theoretic techniques to

overcome some of these challenges. While the focus of this

research is fault management, the intention is to produce a

framework which is general enough to apply to other network

management functions. The system can analyze its own logs

automatically and provide hints to the administrator about

possible error conditions. Once error conditions are confirmed,

the system can develop signatures for such errors and flag

them when they occur in the future. Using the objectives [1],

attributes [2], design approaches [3] and framework types [4]

associated with autonomic computing, Table I places the pro-

posed framework within the context of autonomic computing.

We also state that the system has an autonimicity level of

Level-3 based on the five level hierarchy proposed by IBM

[5].

The overall goal of the research carried out in this thesis

would be to design and evaluate a framework such as specified

in Table I. The analysis will take various forms but will

utilize a mix of unsupervised and supervised techniques while

1Downloadable from http://web.cs.dal.ca/∼makanju/files/Makanju-
Adetokunbo-PhD-CSCI-April-2012.pdf
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TABLE I
PLACING THE FRAMEWORK WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF AUTONOMIC COMPUTING

Property Category
Objective Self-Healing, Self-Protection
Attribute Self-Awareness, Self-Monitoring
Design Approach External
Framework Type Technique-Based, Injection of Autonomicity into Non-Autonomous Systems
Autonomicity Level 3-Predictive

keeping human involvement to a minimum. The components

will be self-contained but could be interrelated as well, i.e. the

output from one could serve as input to the other. To this end,

the following research objectives are set.

• Minimum Apriori Information. Platform portability is

important for any effective framework for alert detection

in system logs. For a system to be platform portable,

it must not rely on system specific characteristics and

must assume very little knowledge of the architecture of

the system it would be monitoring, i.e. minimum apriori

information.

• Unstructured Data. Log files contain unstructured data

in the form of the natural language descriptions of

events, i.e. messages. This unstructured content can serve

as a stumbling block to automatic analysis. As stated

in [6], abstracting these natural language descriptions

is fundamental and contributes greatly to accuracy of

analysis. However, abstraction is not a straightforward

process; this thesis will develop techniques to deal with

the unstructured content of system logs.

• Interactive Learning. Due to the difficulty and uncer-

tainty associated with automatic analysis performed by

frameworks such as proposed by this thesis, human input

is necessary [7]. Thus our framework will include a visu-

alization component which allows human administrators

to view the results of the analysis of the system and

provide feedback to the system.

• Hybrid Detection. Systems which carry out automatic

alert detection in system logs can be classified typically as

either signature-based or anomaly-based detectors, each

approach has its pros and cons. The framework we plan to

develop combine both approaches so as to take advantage

of the strengths of both approaches.

• Self-Awareness. We hope to have our framework con-

tribute to self-awareness in computing systems by devel-

oping techniques which can be used to detect not just

alert states but all system states which are discernible in

a system log.

• Computational Cost. One of the major hindrances to

the automation of system logs is their size, which makes

the application of certain techniques impracticable in this

domain. Hence it is one of the goals of this thesis to

ensure that most of the techniques used are simple and

have low computational complexity.

II. BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY

System logs seem to have received the most attention as

a source of information for automatic alert detection and

system monitoring [8]. Hence, it is not surprising that there are

several commercial and open source tools which aid system

administrators in the monitoring of their event logs. Examples

of such tools include Splunk [9] and Sisyphus [10].

Nevertheless, these tools are still incapable of of automat-

ing the process of log monitoring and alert detection fully,

are most times non-interactive and assume a great degree

of knowledge about the system being monitored. Therefore,

for the most part, these tasks are still carried out manually

by system administrators. A lot of research is still required

to develop tools and techniques which will bring the level

of automation to the required level. These research efforts

will have to focus on one or more of these problems i.e.

unstructured message analysis, indexing/feature creation, event

correlation and anomaly detection. The research performed in

this thesis intends to contribute to approaches for dealing with

each of these problems.

With these limitations in mind, the framework which this

thesis aims to design and develop can be described as a hybrid

interactive learning framework for alert detection in system

logs. An overview of what the architecture of such a system

may be is given in Fig. 1. At the core of the proposed system

is its anomaly detection mechanism. The anomaly detection

mechanism analyzes the contents of event logs, in the process,

generating event log clusters which define the different system

states or behaviors that are discernible in the log. It also

determines whether these clusters are likely to contain normal

or anomalous states. Then it presents these clusters to an

administrator using a visualization system after which the

administrator can then confirm the anomalous clusters detected

by the system and provide labels. Subsequently, the system

can then send the events in these labelled anomalous clusters

to a signature generation system which generates a detection

signature for the alert state(s) represented in the clusters.

These signatures will be used to detect future occurrences of

the alert state. Meanwhile, the anomaly detection component

continues to use the feedback it gets from the administrator

and the signature generation system to improve its anomaly

detection capability and the cycle then continues. In the next

few sections we will discuss our proposed methodology for

each of the components of the system.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the hybrid interactive learning framework.

III. VISUALIZATION WITH TREEMAPS

While log files are invaluable to a network administrator, the

vast amount of data they contain can overwhelm a human and

can hinder rather than facilitate the tasks of an administrator.

Visualization is an effective means of aiding humans to make

sense of large amounts of data and could prove useful with

event logs. Visualization can also prove useful for analysis

system when data is dynamic and interaction is required be-

tween the system and a human operator, in our case the system

administrator. For these reasons a visualization component is

included in our framework.

In our thesis we propose a dynamic an interactive tool

called LogView, which can play the part of the visualization

component in the framework proposed in this thesis [11]. The

LogView prototype was built using the prefuse visualization

toolkit [12]. The prefuse visualization toolkit is a software

framework written using the Java2D graphics library. It pro-

vides reusable building blocks, for the building of custom

visualization tools.

One of the biggest decisions that had to be made with

the design of LogView was the visualization technique to

utilize. After careful consideration of the fact that we needed

to visualize the content and clusters of the event log as a

hierarchy we settled on Treemaps as the visualization tech-

nique of choice [13]. A treemap is a methodology for the

visualization of hierarchical data which uses a 2-dimensional

space filling approach. Treemaps provide an alternative to the

node-link structure diagrams traditionally used for visualizing

hierarchical data.

With the inclusion of a visualization system, a human ad-

ministrator can now interact with system by providing labels,

i.e. textual description and categorization. The categorization

labels determine if the clusters are normal or anomalous and

can affirm or override the categorization determined by the

system. The system can use these labels to generate signatures

for clusters that have been confirmed as anomalous and all

other labels to improve its anomaly detection capability. We

are of the opinion that the level of user interaction would be

minimal, as the system does not require a complete labeling

of all clusters to learn their signatures. A label on a single

cluster is enough for the system to learn a signature if need

be.

IV. THE PROPOSED ANOMALY DETECTION FRAMEWORK

The anomaly detection mechanism is at the core of the alert

detection framework. The novel framework proposed by this

thesis for anomaly detection in system logs is called STAD i.e

Spatio-Temporal Alert Detection. It works on the assumption

that “System logs events which are produced by similar
spatial sources or produced during periods of similar system
activity are likely to be similar,”. The main contributions of

the proposed system are: (i) the extension of entropy-based

approaches to alert detection is system logs that allow the

detection of alerts without resorting to ranking schemes; and

(ii) the enabling the analysis of a group of dissimilar nodes,

which means that it can be applied to distributed systems.

An overview of the approach is provided in Fig. 2. Overall,

each step of the approach is general enough to allow flexibility

in the choice of methods used. The phases in the proposed

framework are described in the following sections.

Fig. 2. Overview of the STAD framework.

A. Event Processing

The goal of this phase of the framework is the extraction of

structure from the unstructured component of the logs. Event

logs contain semi-structured information from heterogenous

sources. This fact coupled with the ambiguity introduced

by the semantics of terms used by application developers

makes this step important. The event processing phase of the

framework is sub-divided into three components which are

Message Type Extraction, Message Type Transformation and

Similarity-based Decomposition.

1) MessageType Extraction. The goal of message type

extraction is the discovery of textual templates that define

the semantic clusters in the unstructured component of the

logs. We developed an algorithm called IPLoM (Iterative

Partitioning Log Mining) to carry out this task in our

implementation [14].

2) Message Type Transformation.
Using the message type templates discovered during the

message type extraction step, the messages in the event

data are transformed so that a more concise representation
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is achieved. We utilized Full Message Type Transforma-

tion in our implementation.

3) Similarity-based Decomposition. This step of the pro-

cess attempts to decompose the log into more homoge-

nous units to allow for useful analysis in line with the

basic assumption of the approach. In our implementation

we utilized several approaches to carry out similarity-

based decomposition. This include decomposition based

on node function and decomposition based on reporting

application.

B. Anomaly Detection

The goal of this phase of the framework is to identify

the portions of the log which contain anomalous events.

This phase has three components which are Spatio-Temporal

Decomposition, Clustering and Identification.

1) Spatio-Temporal Decomposition. This component de-

composes the content of any log based on source and time

information. After decomposition each resultant unit will

contain log information from a single source over a unit

of time. The basic unit of spatio-temporal decomposition

used throughout the thesis is the nodehour [15], which

is one hour of log information from a single node on

the networ. This thesis also argues that spatio-temporal

decomposition can be used in the discovery of correlated

message types [16].

2) Clustering. The goal here is to group the spatio-temporal

units such that members of each group are very similar to

each other while being very dissimilar from the members

of other groups. We utilized information content cluster-

ing (ICC) for this step in our implementation [16]. ICC is

a contribution of this thesis, it utilizes the entropy-based

information content score assigned to nodehours using

the Nodeinfo-Uniq equation [17] as means of clustering

the nodehours.

3) Identification. This step aims to identify those clusters

containing anomalous spatio-temporal units. Identifica-

tion was carried out in our implementation using a rule-

base that tests a cluster to determine to what degree it

exhibits properties of an anomalous clusters. The proper-

ties which we identified include the bursty property, the

epidemic property, the endemic property and the near-

periodic property [18].

V. SIGNATURE GENERATION

The input to the signature generation mechanism, see Fig.

3, consists of the nodehours that belong to the cluster(s) that

have been identified by the human administrator as containing

traces of activity that relate to a particular alert type. This

action would only require the administrator going over the

clusters identified by the system as being anomalous. A

cluster pruning step is then performed. During this step, the

set of message types reported in each nodehour is pruned

by iteratively computing the difference between the set of

message types in the nodehour and the cluster centroids for

Fig. 3. Signature Creation Mechanism: This figure shows the steps in the
signature creation phase of the framework.

Fig. 4. Online Alert Detection: This shows how the alert signatures produced
by our system can be used for online alert detection on a production system.

each of the clusters identified as normal by STAD. Our method

for choosing cluster centroids can be found in [16].

After pruning, frequent itemset mining is performed on the

nodehours. Given a set of objects or items (called an item

base), S, we define T as a set of transactions defined over

S such that for all T ∈ T, T ⊆ S. A subset (also called

an itemset) S′ of S is said to be frequent if the number

of transactions in T that are supersets of S′ exceed a user-

specified support threshold and is referred to as a frequent
itemset. The goal of frequent itemset mining is to find all

itemsets that occur in T with a minimum support threshold.

The apriori algorithm is a classical algorithm for frequent

itemset and association rule mining [19] and was be used in

our implementation.

We apply the frequent itemset mining paradigm to the prob-

lem of alert signature generation by supposing that message

types are items and a nodehour is a transaction. Hence the set

of message types found in a system log is the item base and the

transaction database is the set of nodehours found in the log.

We assume that for any set of related transactions (nodehour

cluster) in the transaction database (system log), the set of

frequent itemsets that occur in the transaction cluster would

be an effective signature for identifying future occurrences of

that transaction type. If a transaction cluster is related to an

alert type, then the frequent itemsets mined from such a cluster

would form a signature for that alert.

Once the signatures are generated, they can be stored in

a database and used to detect future alerts on a production

system, Fig. 4. This database will of course be updated as more

up-to-date signatures are discovered. The log parsing module

would parse the log event stream, searching for any events (or

log partitions) that match any of the signatures in the database.

If a match is found, an alarm is raised. The alarms can then

be passed directly to the administrator for action. Thus, we

have a system that can automatically search its own logs

for symptoms of failure and notify the administrator. Unlike

other systems that do this using signatures that are produced

and managed manually, our proposed system produces the

signatures itself, while only relying on the administrator for

class labels.
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VI. RESULTS

We performed a number of independent experiments to test

the various components of our framework. Each experiment

involved an implementation and the testing of the implemen-

tation against log data collected from actual systems. We did

not use simulated log data in any of experiments. We then

evaluate the results of test either by comparison against ground

truth or directly through the use of appropriate metrics. In all

we performed experiments on combined log data containing in

excess of 0.75×106 log events collected on a variety of system

infrastructures including High Performance Clusters (HPC),

cloud-based systems and distributed systems. The ground truth

used differed for each evaluation, however most of the ground

truth was derived from labelling carried out by domain experts

i.e. system administrators of the systems from which the data

was collected [20], [21], [22]. We did not set the ground truth

ourselves except in a few cases where it was not provided

but this accounts for less than 5% of the log data that was

analyzed. We provide summary results of these evaluations

below.

• Message Type Extraction. Our proposed message type

extraction algorithm i.e. IPLoM not showed that it could

be more accurate than previous approaches [14], [20], it

was able to achieve an F-Measure of 91% based on micro-

average classification accuracy when tested against log

data from one of the fastest supercomputers in the world

[23].

• Message Type Transformation. We demonstrated the

importance of message type transformation to the analysis

process by showing that utilizing message type transfor-

mation in conjunction with a previous log data analysis

method i.e Nodeinfo [15] that we could achieve up to

100 fold reduction in computational effort without a drop

in detection performance [24]. We also demonstrated the

utility of message type transformation to the effective

storage and retrieval of system log data [25].

• Clustering. We developed the Nodeinfo Uniq method

for information content assignment [17] which is used

in our proposed information content clustering scheme.

The evaluations show that ICC was not only able to

produce well formed clusters (cluster separation and

cluster cohesiveness), the clusters produced could also

be mapped to different alert states with a high degree of

confidence (conceptualization) [16].

• Anomaly Detection. Our anomaly detection mechanism

was able to achieve an average detection rate of 78%

of all administrator identified alerts at a false positive

rate of 5.4% [18]. This was achieved without the use

of user feedback. Further tests still need to be carried

out to determine how the system will perform when user

feedback is involved. The time span covered in most of

the log files was significant i.e. 6-18 months, this would

imply that the anomaly signatures discovered have the

potential to be relevant over long time periods. However,

further tests need to be carried out to validate this.

• Signature Generation. The signature generation evalua-

tions demonstrated that once an alert cluster is identified

an effective signature that is able to detect about 83% of

all future occurrences of the alert with negligible false

positives can be automatically deduced by the system

[22].

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The objectives of the work carried out in this thesis are

highlighted in Section I. We conclude by detailing the contri-

butions of the thesis toward meeting each of these objectives.

The framework is interactive as it includes a visualization

component through which feedback can be given. It is hybrid

in that it combines anomaly detection and signature generation.

These components of the system work through a bottom-up

approach to detect alerts in the log. The approach involves

several techniques which are used for message type extrac-

tion, message abstraction, entropy-based analysis, clustering,

identification of anomalous clusters and signature generation.

Most of the techniques are novel contributions of this thesis.

Further details of the contributions are given below.

• Minimum Apriori Information. The alert detection

framework proposed by this thesis assumes very little

about the infrastructure on which it will run, it can detect

alerts successfully without semantic analysis. Indeed, the

only significant piece of apriori information which the

system needs to be aware of are the similarity categories

used for anomaly detection. Automating this step through

an analysis of the message types produced by different

sources can be an interesting direction for future work.

• Unstructured Data. The IPLoM message type extraction

algorithm is an important technical contribution of this

thesis. IPLoM does not require apriori knowledge of the

domain from which the log data emanates, as is required

by some previous approaches which discover message

types by parsing source code or searching the log data

for patterns of well known variable tokens such as IP ad-

dresses. Our experiments indicate that IPLoM may have

linear complexity with respect to the number of messages

in the logs, thus reducing the computational expense

associated with message type extraction. Furthermore, it

is more accurate than previous approaches.

• Interactive Learning. This thesis proposes a scheme

which allows log data to be visualized as a hierarchy

of clusters using treemaps [13]. This scheme is imple-

mented in a prototype interactive visualization tool called

LogView. The interactive nature of the LogView proto-

type ensures that administrators can provide feedback to

the anomaly detection mechanism. This allows the frame-

work developed in this thesis to be implemented as an

interactive learning framework, which is an improvement

on previous work.

• Hybrid Detection. The proposed framework combines

STAD (anomaly detection framework) with a signature-

based approach based on frequent itemset mining. The

signature generation system generates signatures from
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identified anomalies. The proposed framework is thus a

hybrid approach and takes advantage of both approaches.

• Self-Awareness. This thesis makes a contribution to en-

hancing self-awareness through the mining of system logs

by correlating events which can be found by decomposing

the log spatio-temporally. Correlated events in the log

define different states of a system, however discovery

can be computationally expensive. This thesis proposes

a method based on information content clustering for the

the timely discovery of an accurate initial set of system

states which can form the basis for further analysis.

• Computational Cost. Most the techniques introduced in

this thesis are either linear or pseudo-linear in time and

memory cost, thus we make a significant contribution to

creating a log analysis framework that scales gracefully in

the face of large data. Also, most of the analysis is carried

out on historical log data (hence it can be carried out

offline), while the domain knowledge derived from the

analysis is used for real-time monitoring of the system.

The time spent analyzing historical data should reduce as

the system becomes stable, as only novel data i.e. data

that cannot be classified using existing domain knowledge

will need to be analyzed.

Future work includes automating the process of identifying

similar event sources, automating the process of parameter

setting which will enhance its flexibility and automating the

discovery of the alert detection rules used by STAD. Other

directions include adapting the framework into an ensemble

that uses information from other sources such as system

metrics and system activity paths [26], [27] and modifying

the framework to be capable of detecting activity which relate

to security incidences and not just faults as is the case at the

moment. The results of this thesis appear in the following

papers [11], [14], [23], [24], [17], [25], [21], [16], [20], [18],

[22].
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